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Abstract. This paper proposes real time wireless remote control of
robot dual arms and hands using IMUs (Inertial measurement unit). The
remote control system is developed for robots to learn various complex
tasks from operator’s demonstration. The control system helps robots to
make human-like motion planning directly through operator’s demonstration rather than the RRT (Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree) algorithm or the vector field method. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
the developed system, experiments are carried out for real time wireless
remote control of robot dual arms and hands. The experiment results
show that the remote control system operates well enough to teach a
robot various human-like complex tasks.
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Introduction

This paper deals with teaching robots to perform complex manipulation tasks
such as watering the plants, arranging various toys and toasting the bread by
operator’s demonstration. A human operator performs a task as a demonstration
and then the robot does the same task by using the data from the IMUs attached
on operator’s arms and hands.
Learning from demonstration or by imitation has been investigated for robots
as a strategy for human-robot interaction, in particular, as a way of teaching motions to the robots without serious programming of the RRT (Rapidly-Exploring
Random Tree) algorithm or the vector field method [1–5]. A robot observes multiple demonstrations of a specific skill such as using RGB-D sensor with OpenNI
skeleton tracking, motion tracking, teleoperation and directly guiding the robot’s
end-effector or is taught over teaching sessions and then, the robot extracts a
generalized motion out of the demonstrations or teachings [6–9].
This paper focuses on imitation teaching as a teaching strategy for a robot to
imitate the teacher’s motions for a specific task by encoding the joint angles of
the teacher [10]. As the dual arms and hands have multiple degrees of freedom,
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Fig. 1. Configuration of IMU. (a)Inertial measurement unit. (b)IMU with LIPB
rechargeable battery.

it is not easy to control all of the joints through the mathematical modelling.
The developed remote control system is simply designed using IMUs enough to
control humanoid robot dual arms and hands without their mathematical models
complicated computation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of IMU.
Sections 3 and 4 presents remote control systems for robot dual arms and hands,
respectively. Experiment results are presented in Section 5. Finally, conclusion
and further work follow in Section 6.
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Inertial measurement unit

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. IMU receiver and IMU test program. (a)IMU receiver. (b)Screen shot of the
IMU test program.
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The IMU in this system is EBIMU24GVS which is 2.4GHz, 9 DOF and get
roll, pitch, yaw data as shown in Fig. 1. It does not need a power cable because
it uses LIPB rechargeable battery. Moreover, it can be used wirelessly if we set
up the receiver in Fig. 2 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows a screen shot of the IMU test
program.
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Remote Dual Arms Control System Design

Fig. 3. Mybot-KSR upper body.

The real time wireless remote control system is developed for Mybot-KSR
humanoid manipulators each with a 7 DOFs, which was developed in the Robot
Intelligence Technology Lab. at KAIST. The developed system is tested using a
Webots simulators of Mybot-KSR as shown in Fig. 3. Mybot-KSR’s dual arms
are to be controlled to the operator’s demonstration using IMUs attached on
operator’s arms. Although each arm of Mybot-KSR has 7 DOFs, we practically
use 4 DOFs of each arm except wrist joints.
The data that can be obtained from an IMU are roll, pitch and yaw signal
data as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows two IMUs attached on operator’s arm.
Thus, totally 4 IMUs send roll, pitch, yaw signals to the receiver, which are used
to control Mybot-KSR’s manipulators. Fig. 6 shows the overall process with a
Webots simulator for learning from demonstration.
The overall process starts with the operator’s demonstration. Second, the
IMU receiver receives the signal using radio frequency communication every
control period wirelessly.
Third, a learning from demonstration program connects to the IMU receiver
port to get the signals from the four IMUs and stores initial pose joint angles to
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Fig. 4. Webots simulator and data type of IMU. (a)Webots simulator. (b)Data type
of IMU.

Fig. 5. IMU on operator’s arms.

calculate the relative angle from the initial position from demonstration. Based
on the initial angles, in every control period, the program obtains the current
angles from the IMUs and calculates the differences by subtracting current angles
from initial angles and then send the difference of each angle to the Webots
simulator.
Finally, the Webots simulator gets the difference of each angle from the learning from demonstration program and operates Mybot-KSR’s dual arms’ each
joint.
In case of the left arm, the first IMU’s yaw, roll and pitch signals make
motions lift arm forward, lift arm sideways and rotates arm respectively. The
second IMU’s roll signal makes the motion bend elbow. In case of the right arm,
the third IMU’s yaw, roll and pitch signals make motion lift arm forward, lift
arm sideways and rotates arm respectively. The forth IMU’s roll signal makes
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Fig. 6. Overall process with a Webots simulator. (a)Operator’s demonstration with
IMUs attached on his arms. (b)The IMU receiver. (c)Learning from demonstration
program. (d)Webots simulator.

the motion bend elbow. With the 4 IMUs, dual arms with total 8 DOFs are
controlled.
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Remote Hands Control System Design

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Hand remote control system design. (a)Mybot-KSR’s hand. (b)Glove with IMUs
and receiver.

Mybot-KSR’s hand has 5 fingers of which specifications are summarized in
Table. 1. The robot hand models a real human hand and each finger has one DOF
except the ring and little fingers both sharing 1 DOF. Thus, each hand has 5
DOFs such that 4 IMUs are used to control each hand of the Mybot-KSR. Using
the IMU hand control system, the four IMUs’ roll values make a motion bend
fingers and the first IMU’s pitch value makes a motion move sideways. Fig. 7
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Table 1. Specification of Mybot-KSR’s hand

Developed humanoid robot hand
Length
21.5 cm
Finger length (orderly)
11.0 cm, 9.0 cm, 9.0 cm, 9.0 cm, 7.0 cm
Number of fingers
5
Number of joints
15
Number of controlled DOF
5
Fingertip force
4.5 N
Weight
564.0 g
Speed (fully close)
0.28 s
Faulhaber DC-micro motors
012 SR
Motor weight
190.0 g
Motor torque
0.8 mNm
Encoder
IE2-256
Gear head
141:1

shows a real time wireless wearable glove with IMUs to control the Mybot-KSR’s
hand.
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Experiment

5.1

Experiment 1: Remote Dual Arms Control

Fig. 8. Trajectory of an end effect of Mybot-KSR from the forward kinematics.

Experiment was conducted for lifting and throwing a cylindrical box after
grabbing it. This simple motion can be extended to any other complex motions
such as watering the flowers, arranging various toys and toasting the bread. In
the experiment, an operator did a complex motion with his arms while watching
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(a) Grabbing the cylindrical box

(b) Lifting the cylindrical box

(c) Throwing the cylindrical box

(d) Lowering Mybot-KSR’s arms
Fig. 9. Remote dual arms control system experiment.
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the robot arms in the Webots simulator to see if or not they follow his motion.
This makes the operator adjust the postures of robot arms to operator’s desired
postures.
To verify the remote control, Fig. 8 shows the end effect’s trajectory using
the forward kinematics. The points denote the trajectory of and end effect. From
these points, the trajectory of dual arms can be calculated. With this system,
it is possible to teach the robot to learn from operator’s demonstration and the
robot can make human-like motion as shown in Fig. 9.
5.2

Experiment 2: Remote Hands Control

Experiment was conducted for folding each finger. This simple motion can be
extended to any other complex motions such as grabbing a cup, mouse and toy.
It is really hard to learn how to grab objects because there are multiple degrees
of freedom of hand, i.e. 15 DOFs. However, using this system, the robot can
learn easily how to grab objects, as the developed robot hand was designed with
4 DOFs. In the experiment, an operator did a complex motion with his hands
while watching the robot hands in the Webots simulator to see if or not they
follow his hand motion as shown in Fig. 10. In this way, the operator could adjust
the postures of robot hands to his desired postures.
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Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper, we developed the system that wireless remote control system of
robot dual arms and hands using inertial measurement units to teach various
complex tasks through operator’s demonstration. A human operator performed
a task of grabbing, lifting and throwing a cylindrical box as a demonstration
and then the robot did the same task by using the data from the IMUs attached
on operator’s arms and hands. The effectiveness of the proposed system was
demonstrated through experiments carried out for wireless remote control of
robot dual arms and hands. The experiment results showed that the remote
control system worked well enough to teach a robot various human-like complex
tasks.
The drawback of this system is that it is not possible to use more than 4 IMUs
at the same time. In case of using more than 4 IMUs at the same time, the delay
time of 2 seconds is expected such that real time control is not possible. For this
reason, to make a whole motion of Mybot-KSR’s upper body at the same time
is not possible using IMUs. To make the whole motion of dual arms and hands,
we must teach dual arms and each hand separately and then combine all of the
upper body’s joint angular trajectories.
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(a) Bending a middle finger

(b) Bending a ring finger and a little finger

(c) Bending all of fingers
Fig. 10. remote Hands control system experiment.
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